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Intelligent media archive system

The eMAM Vault combines digital asset
management, transcoding and LTO library
management into a single scalable system.

Organize-Search-Preview-Approve
Archive -Restore-Deliver

The eMAM Vault is not your typical archive
solution; utilizing the latest server and LTO
Library technology and eMAM’s powerful
software with simple browser interface
makes the eMAM Vault a smart, costeﬀective solution! Users can quickly search
and preview media utilizing online proxies,
while the original high resolution content
can be securely archived to LTO. The eMAM
Vault’s high speed transcoding engine
allows users to transcode to diﬀerent media
formats and deliver to editing systems, playout servers, websites, mobile devices, and more. No worries about
expansion or support; there are diﬀerent scalable eMAM Vault models and diﬀerent support packages to choose
from, so whether you are just starting out or need a powerful high end system, eMAM Vault is the right choice
for your organization.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
Simple Browser Interface- Nearline and archived
content can be all accessed from any web
browser interface.
Easily Accessible- The powerful search engine
makes it easy to ﬁnd content using embedded
and customized metadata
Secure- Original high resolution content is
archived securely on LTO while proxies can be
viewed by users or groups with permission.
Downloads and other permissions can also be
restricted.
Workﬂow Automation- The system powers
online collaboration and rough cuts with
approval processes.
Flexible Delivery- Content can be transcoded and
delivered as needed. Mixed media clips can be
sent as branded emails.

eMAM VAULT IS PERFECT FOR
Media & Entertainment Companies
Corporate Marketing and Communications
Broadcasters
Post Production Houses
Marketing and Advertising Agencies
Houses of Worship & Non Proﬁts

Empress Media Asset Management, LLC.
306 West 38th st. | New York, NY10018
p: +1.888.808.3856
Email:emamsales@empressmam.com
Website: www.empressmam.com
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Supported Archive Appliances
Xendata SX-520 Series, Xendata SX-10 Series
Crossroads Strongbox T10, T20, T30
1Beyond EzStor

Supported Archive Middleware Software
SGL FlashNet, Xendata, QStar, ADA (Atempo) and Archiware P5

Return on Investment
LTO is the preferred long-term archive storage format.
Productivity improves with quicker approval/reviews and access an online library of all content.
Tape budget can be cut. Expensive media can be reused once the content is securely stored on cheaper LTOs in eMAM
Vault.
Online content can be promoted and monetized.
Labor is reduced in searching for media, repeated digitization, and other redundant processes.
Tape and disc duplication and shipping costs fall when media campaigns and proxy copies can be sent over the internet.
Internet and storage costs fall when proxy copies can be used, with fewer native copies used, stored, and downloaded.
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